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This special edition is dedicated to the research of Professor Cornelia Roux. The articles captured in this edition are contributions from some of her scholarly friends, nationally and internationally, the doctoral candidates she has delivered over the years, and her postdoctoral fellows. The works reflects the main themes in Roux’s research over the years and illustrates the evolution it has undergone, i.e. moving from Religious Studies to Human Rights in Education for diverse cultural, religious and gender contexts.

The first two articles are solely dedicated to the work of Roux. In the first, Robert Jackson provides an international commentary on her work. As a scholar on theory and pedagogy of religion education in the European context, Jackson writes about some of the pertinent issues that mark the main moments of Roux’s professional journey. In particular, he formulates an argument about the move from Religion in Education and Religion and Education toward a human rights education perspective that could sustain an intercultural education view. In the second article, René Ferguson proffers a critical appraisal of Roux’s contribution to the fields of religion and human rights in education in South Africa as ‘scholar-activist’. Her contribution sets the scene for the articles to follow in terms of the themes she discusses. In Ferguson’s words,

An analysis of Roux’s published work indicates that she was conscious of changes in political and social paradigms especially where religion in education is concerned, and consequently the need for ‘paradigm
shifts’ before effective learning and teaching religion in diverse religious and cultural educational contexts could occur .... The article covers the following themes in Roux’s work: the significance of values in education and in collaborative research, the need for paradigm shifts for effective learning and teaching religion and values, the teacher as facilitator/mediator of learning, creative and appropriate pedagogies for diversity and learning to understand ‘the other’, classroom praxis and research as praxis, religion and belief as a human right in a diverse society, and finally a critical discussion of Roux’s research projects as collaborative and consciousness-raising endeavours.

The next two articles pick up on the paradigm shifts that Roux explored throughout her academic career. In the article of Liam Gearon, her use of ‘paradigm’ is re-examined in the light of Thomas Kuhn’s (1996) *The Structure of Scientific Revolutions*. Based on this re-examination he argues for a more rigorous theoretical conceptualisation of the underlying paradigms of contemporary religious education. He provides a critical outline of six paradigms – the scriptural-theological; the phenomenological; the spiritual-experiential; the philosophical-conceptual; the socio-cultural; and the historical-political – to frame his arguments. In the article of Siebren Miedema, *From Religious Education to Worldview Education and Beyond. The Strength of a Transformative Pedagogical Paradigm*, a plea is made for strengthening the transformative paradigm in pedagogy. A plea fully combinable with Roux’s views and needed as a counter-voice against dominant neo-liberal rhetoric.

The following set of three articles concerns teaching-learning and curriculum development themes that Roux also explored in her academic work. Heid Leganger-Krogstad extends the dialogical pedagogy proposed by Roux and by introducing a trialogue, i.e. the inclusion of a third voice in classroom conversations. She also aligns her argument with that of Roux in terms of the need for classrooms to be safe spaces of teaching and learning. Shan Simmonds writes about the reconceptualisation process of religion in curriculum-making. Simmonds argues that Roux, in disrupting the boundaries of religion, has made human rights the departure point for engagement with Religion and Education. She argues that the blurring of the boundaries between religion education and human rights education, has made it necessary to explore the complexities of the foundations of human rights and,
in the light of this, she engages with the possibilities of human rights literacy in curriculum-making for human rights education. Petro du Preez too draws on Roux’s ideas about curriculum-making. She does so in the context of postconflict curriculum-making and the role that remembrance plays in such contexts. It is argued that the past should not merely be seen as a strategic, reconciliatory possibility for the future, but as an opportunity for critical learning to transpire.

Janet Jarvis, Ina ter Avest and Marian de Souza’s articles form the next set of articles that addresses the theme of identity that is central to many of Roux’s scholarly writings. Jarvis’s contribution alludes to identity in the context of gender equality. Key concepts she explores includes: teacher identity, ‘identity capital’, self-narrative, self-dialogue. These are explored in the context of classroom praxis and backed by empirical evidence for the main findings. In similar vein to Jarvis, Ter Avest draw on the themes of identity and safe spaces when she states that ‘[t]eachers as role models are of pivotal importance, creating a safe space and a rich learning environment to learn about and from differences in life orientations and from the encounter with “the other”’. Ter Avest envisages diversity issues to be addressed by teams of teachers so as to enable ‘teaching and learning in difference to become unique persons and equal citizens’. Marian de Souza provides an Australian view of fluid, multiple identities in multicultural contexts by drawing on a variety of sources including research and statistical data, content analysis as well as snapshots of the lived experience of Australian Catholics from diverse backgrounds. She offers some insights into the role that identity may or may not have in a pluralistic climate and its relevance for religious education.

The contribution of Roux’s postdoctoral fellows – Moving towards Understanding One An-Other: Cornelia Roux on Religion, Culture and Human Rights – captures some of the most recent data generated in her human rights literacy project. Anne Becker, Annamagriet de Wet and Glynis Parker draws on Bauman’s (1994) conceptualisation of moral responsibility and relations of proximity and distance to demonstrate how human rights literacy could facilitate moving towards understanding one an-other. Qualitative comments are provided to corroborate their main theoretical propositions.

The last two articles are philosophical reflections on religion education and human rights as put forward by Roux in scholarly writings. Yusef Waghid reconsiders the notion of an African philosophy of education.
as a response to human rights violations, in particular how the notion of *Ubuntu* can be used to counteract violence. This notion too has been addressed by Roux in one of her earlier works. Waghid makes reference to the thoughts of Giorgio Agamben to develop his arguments. In the last article in this edition, Martin Prozesky discusses the human reality and ethics underlying human rights and human rights education in South Africa’s multicultural society as evident in Roux’s works. He does so by employing an approach based on a view of human nature in which questions of ethics are central.

I believe that this collection of works provide sufficient evidence of the evolution in the work of Roux in terms of her movement from Religious Studies to Human Rights in Education for Diverse Cultural, Religious and Gender Contexts. Its international appeal is clear and the critical engagements of the authors in this special edition provide thought provoking arguments for further research in these areas, especially in terms of its ethical and moral relevance.